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Holbrooke to speak at Commencement
Negotiator of Dayton Accords and nominee
to U.N. Ambassadorship will receive an
honorary degree at Bates’ 133rd graduation
LEWISTON - Richard C. Holbrooke,
career diplomat and chief negotiator for the
1995 Dayton peace accord that served to sus¬
pend ethnic cleansing and warfare in Bosnia,
will speak at the 133rd commencement at
Bates College on May 31, President Donald
W. Harward announced.
Noting Holbrooke’s central role in the
Balkan crisis, President Harward said, “As
an educational institution, Bates has a re¬
sponsibility to provide a forum for discussion
of the political, social and moral issues sur¬
rounding the crises of our times.”
Joining Holbrooke as honorary-degree
recipients will be career educator Robert E.
Dunn, Bates class of 1950; biochemist Leroy
E. Hood, M.D.; actor, journalist and profes¬
sor Anne. Deavere Smith; and urban sociolo¬
gist William Julius Wilson.
Holbrooke, who will receive an honor¬
ary doctor of laws degree, has played a ma¬
jor role in the U.S. efforts to employ diplo¬
macy and military force to put an end to bit¬
ter regional conflicts. As U.S. special envoy
in 1995, Holbrooke presided over the Dayton
peace accord, which achieved peace in
Bosnia. For his efforts, Holbrooke received
The World Jewish Congress Nahum
Goldmann Award, the Gold Medal for Distin¬
guished Service to Humanity from the Na¬
tional Institute of Social Sciences and the
Frizis Award from the Hellenic Leadership
Conference, among more than 25 interna¬
tional awards for public service and diplo¬
macy.
Currently President Clinton’s nominee
as ambassador to the United Nations,
Holbrooke began his diplomatic career in
1962, joiningthe Foreign Service after gradu¬
ating from Brown University, where he re¬
ceived his bachelor’s degree. He held a vari¬
ety of posts, including representing the
Agency for International Development and
serving as staff assistant to U.S. Ambassa¬
dors Maxwell Taylor and Henry Cabot Lodge.
Holbrooke was later assigned to the White
House, working on the staff to President
Johnson and the American delegation to the
Paris peace talks on Vietnam. He also has
been a fellow at Princeton University’s
Woodrow Wilson School and director of the
Peace Corps in Morocco.
During his tenure as Assistant Secre¬
tary of State for East Asian and Pacific Af¬
fairs in the Carter administration, the United
States established full diplomatic relations
with China. Holbrooke, now vice chairman
of Credit Suisse First Boston Corporation,
based in New York, remains active in humani¬
tarian service as chairman of Refugees In¬
ternational, a founding member of the Na¬
tional Advisory Forum of the Holocaust Me¬
morial Museum and a member of the Ameri¬
can Academy of Diplomacy. He is the author
of “To End a War,” published in 1998 and se¬
lected as one of the nine best books of the
year by The New York Times, and co-author
of “Counsel to the President,” the 1991 best¬
selling memoirs ofWashington power broker
Clark Clifford, as well as numerous articles
on foreign policy.
Receiving an honorary doctor of hu¬
mane letters degree, Dunn has been a
teacher of history, guidance counselor, assis¬
tant principal and principal at William H. Hall
High School in West Hartford, Conn. Former
deputy headmaster at Seoul International
School in Seoul, South Korea, Dunn has

served on a nine-member National Commis¬
sion on Education, chaired by then U.S. Sec¬
retary of Education Terrell H. Bell. Named
Connecticut Principal of the Year in 1989-90,
Dunn was a state representative on the Na¬
tional Association of Secondary School Prin¬
cipals’ Study Mission to the former Soviet
Union and East-Bloc countries.
Dunn, who taught introductory sociol¬
ogy courses to first-year Bates students as a
departmental assistant, received his M.A.
and Ph.D from the University of Connecticut.
A recipient of a Rotary Foundation Fellow¬
ship after graduation, Dunn visited represen¬
tative secondary schools in Great Britain,
Europe and South Africa and did research
at the University of Birmingham, England,
Institute of Education. He also received the
Alfred North Whitehead Fellowship from
Harvard University and the John Hay Fellow¬
ship in the Humanities from the University
of Oregon. Active in Bates affairs and a tire¬
less admissions recruiter for the college,
Dunn received the college’s Distinguished
Service Award and served on the Board of
Overseers from 1970 to 1975. In 1990, he and
his wife, Gladys Bovino Dunn, Bates class of
1951, established the Gladys B. Dunn ’51 and
Robert E. Dunn ’50 Scholarship Fund in
memory of their parents for graduates of
William H. Hall High School.
Hood, who will receive an honorary
doctor of science degree, is the William Gates
III Professor of Biomedical Sciences and
chairman of the Department of Molecular
Biotechnology at the University of Washing¬
ton School of Medicine. He has received the
Louis Pasteur Award for Medical Innovation
and the Albert Lasker Basic Medical Re¬
search Award for his studies of immune di¬
versity. A member of the National Academy
of Sciences and the American Association of
Arts and Sciences, Hood received the Com¬
monwealth Award of Distinguished Service
for work in developing instruments used to
study modern biology, the American College
of Physicians Award for distinguished con¬
tributions in science as related to medicine
and the University Distinguished Alumnus
Award from the Johns Hopkins University
School of Medicine for “changing how diag¬
noses are made and opening the doors for
miracles in treatments and cures.”
The Leroy Hood Laboratory at the
University ofWashington has played a lead¬
ing role in developing automated micro¬
chemical instrumentation for the sequence
analysis of proteins and DNA as well as the
synthesis of peptides and gene fragments.
Hood has applied his laboratory’s expertise
in large-scale DNA mapping and sequencing
to the analysis of the human and mouse Tcell receptor loci, an important effort of the
Human Genome Project. His research inter¬
ests also include the study of autoimmune
diseases and new approaches to cancer bi¬
ology. Hood received his M.D. from the Johns
Hopkins School of Medicine and a Ph.D. in
biochemistry from the California Institute of
Technology.
Smith, who will receive an honorary
doctor of fine arts degree, has created a
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Commons workers debate unionization
Dining services employees to vote on Bates’ first union within a few weeks, administration hoping for defeat
By CHRISTINE HOPKINS
Features Editor
BATES COLLEGE - Food and dining
service employees will be filing into Chase
Hall Lounge in four and a half weeks to vote
on whether or not the group of eighty full¬
time and part-time Commons workers will
be unionized.
Joe Cain of the Boston division of the
National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) con¬
firmed that the election day of June 23rd has
been set by Bates College administration and
the union representing food and dining ser¬
vices employees - the International Associa¬
tion of Machinists and Aerospace Workers
(IAM & AW). The NLRB is currently in the
process of mailing the election negotiations
to both parties as the result of a teleconfer¬
ence conducted on Tuesday May 18. Origi¬
nally a face-to-face meeting was arranged
at the NLRB Boston offices for Wednesday
May 19 at noon. However, the meeting was
canceled when negotiation agreements were
reached a day early over the phone.
Both parties agreed that secretaries
who work in commons would not vote in the
election for the unionization of food and din¬
ing services employees.
’’AbcoMirigto’ existing laws, iri order for
unionization'to-occUr a majority - or fortyone of the eighty cooks, servers, and food
employees - would have to vote for the union¬

ization effort.
The negotiations of these agreements
began as the result of a petition filed with
the NLRB on May 6 by the LAM & AW union
on behalf of food and dining services employ¬
ees. According to the IAM & AW’s Local 6
Organizer Dave Elwell the petition was filed
after the union had contacted seventy per¬
cent of food and dining services employees
and had gotten ninety percent of those work¬
ers to sign union cards. As of May 19 Elwell
estimates that seventy-five percent of all
Commons workers have signed union cards.
In response to the petition Peter
Fackler, vice president of financial affairs and
treasurer of the Corporation of Bates College,
issued a letter to all dining services employ¬
ees. The letter was sent on May 14th and in¬
formed commons workers that a petition had
been filed to the NLRB by the International
Association of Machinist and Aerospace
Workers of Cincinnati, Ohio.
The Treasurer’s letter stated the
college’s opinion that a union is not and will
never be in the best interests of Bates Col¬
lege or its employees. The letter also stated
that the college plans “to hold informational
meetings over the next few weeks to explain
what is going on and to be sure [employees]
Understand [their] rights in the face of the
union’s activities.”
According to Mickey Meader of Local
6, the dining and food service employees that
want the union are most concerned with dis-

Chase Memorial Commons
parity and working conditions. The pro-union
workers also want a voice in justice in the
workplace, wages, benefits, holidays, and
pension plans. Meader said some workers
are concerned that instead of a pension plan,
a 401K program exists.
Faculty and students concerned about
the unionization process met on May 19th
and 20th in different closed groups to share
information and discuss potential action.
The Social Justice Organization on

Labor organizer comes to Bates
Baldemar Velasquez asks students to support Commons employees in union
drive, lectures on past labor battles
By CHRISTINE HOPKINS
Features Editor
During a lecture calling for a civil
rights movement on the behalf of latino im¬
migrant workers, speaker Baldemar
Velasquez called on Bates students to sup¬
port food and dining service employees in
their current effort,to organize a union at the
college.
The Monday evening lecture was the
first time the Bates community w&s tdld that
Dining Service employees had filed a petition
with the National Labor Relations Board to
begin organizing a union.
The lecture was also the first time
Dave Elwell made it public the union’s as¬
sertion that Dining Service employees had
received a letter from Peter Fackler, vice
president for financial affairs of the college
and treasurer of the corporation.
Velasquez first mentioned the possible
formation of a union during a discussion on
why companies and administrations should
not be afraid of worker organizations. Call¬
ing on James Carignan, dean of the college,
Velasquez asked what power Carignan had
over the workers’ situation.
After Dean Carignan said that he had
little input in the matter, Velasquez called on
students to go to the administration and say
the organization of food workers at Bates is
in the best interests of the administration
because “it would take away the scar of mis¬
treating workers.”
During the question and answer ses¬
sion following the lecture, the situation of
Dining Service employees was again brought

up through questions from professors, Local
6 union members, and workers.
Professor Bill Corlett of the Political
Science Department discussed the fact that
students and faculty have the right to orga¬
nize any groups that they wish, but that these
same students and faculty members have not
asked whether the employees that serve
them have the freedom to associate and or¬
ganize. Corlett also asked for details about
what had occurred between the college and
the dining service employees.
Dave Elwell, an organizer of the Local
6 Bath division of the International Associa¬
tion of Machinists and Aerospace Workers
and the Industrial Union Of Marine and Ship¬
building Workers of America, voiced his opin¬
ions of the situation. Elwell said he believes
the college has taken an official stance
against a possible workers’ organization by
sending out a letter, signed by the Financial
Treasurer or a similar college official, in
which the college outlines its position on
unions. That position, Elwell said, is not sup¬
portive of a worker’s union.
Dean Carignan responded that he had
not heard of such a letter and that he was
sure the college would follow the law in re¬
gards to the workers’ petition.
Velasquez countered by claiming that
state and national laws on workers’ rights
are inadequate and he states “the college will
follow international labor standards and not
hide behind national laws.”
Subsequently, various members of the
audience put forth assertions that various
commons workers may have had the secu¬
rity of their jobs threatened.

“If they fire any workers on this cam¬
paign, students should organize a boycott of
food services,” said Velasquez of the rumored
threats to the job security of Bates employ¬
ees.
Velasquez also inquired as to what
percentage of students live in dorms versus
off-campus residences. According to
Carignan, only five percent live off-campus.
This prompted Velasquez to point out that
the living situation at Bates constitutes an
organizer’s dream - a situation in which a
person can go into a dorm and knock on
doors to gather support from many people
in a small area.
Velasquez lectured about battles
against oppressive employers such as
Decoster Egg Farm in Maine, Campbell Soup
Company in Ohio and Mount Olive Pickle
Company in North Carolina. He relayed sto¬
ries from other parts of the country where
workers had died from working fifty feet be¬
hind a pesticide machine, and the story of a
worker who is now brain dead because an
employer waited four hours before calling an
ambulance after an incident of heat stroke.
Valasquez described the activist duty
to go to these companies and say, “Get out of
your denial. Your structures are oppressing
the poor.”
Velasquez described the typical re¬
sponse that companies have for such accu¬
sations. He said that companies say that they
are not doing anything illegal, which may be
true in some cases, but the fact remains that
“People are still being oppressed and ex¬
ploited.”
Velasquez focussed on the importance

Christine Hopkins photo

campus have also concerned about uncon¬
firmed rumors that jobs have been threat¬
ened because of the unionization plan. Or¬
ganizers also object to the idea that the col¬
lege could potentially by law hold anti-union
sessions without allowing for the freedom of
pro-union workers to express their views.
The group plans to take action to show stu¬
dent support of the workers’ rights to decide
for themselves whether or not Commons
should be unionized.

of opening United States society to latino
workers, on the necessity of an international
labor movement, on the ability of students to
effect social change, and on his vision of
Christian responsibility and the Bible as an
organizing manual.
Velasquez was brought to campus as
the third in a series of speakers on labor and
workers rights through the Short Term Ex¬
perimental Program (STEP) run through the
Dean of College. Velasquez is president and
founder of the Farm Labor Organizing Com¬
mittee (FLOC) and the Farm Worker Network
for Economic and Environmental Justice and
is the recipient of the 1994 Aguilla Azteca
Medal, the highest award presented by the
Mexican government to a foreigner for so¬
cial justice work.

Corrections:
John Culinan won the
1999 Lindholm Scholar-Ath¬
lete award. He was mistak¬
enly referred to as ‘Jason’ in
the May 7 issue.

There are five seniors
graduating from the Men’s
Lacrosse team, Brian
Mahoney ‘99 in the May 7
season wrap-up was omitted.
The Student apoligizes
for the errors.
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Students push
their views of
space reallocation
By MATTHEW EPSTEIN
News Editor

RA Vice President Jay Surdukowski giving the space survey.

Commencement
critically acclaimed body of work that explores
the issues of race and community in America.
Hailed as “the most exciting individual in
American theater’’ by Newsweek magazine,
Smith has explored controversial events from
multiple points of view, combining interviews
of subjects with the art of interpreting their
words through her performance. The New
York Times called her “the ultimate impres¬
sionist: she does people’s souls.”
Over the past 13 years, Smith has cre¬
ated a collection of theatrical work she calls
“On the Road: Search for an American Char¬
acter.” Her production “Fires in the Mirror:
Crown Heights, Brooklyn and Other Identi¬
ties,” which explores the 1991 clash between
Jews and African Americans in that New York
community, was the runner-up for the 1993
Pulitzer Prize, earned an Obie and was broad¬
cast by PBS as part of “The American Play¬
house” series. “Twilight: Los Angeles, 1992”
examined that city’s civil unrest and its aftermath, receiving two Tony nominations as well
as an Obie, a Drama Desk Award and two
NAACP Theatre Awards.
Her latest play in the series, “House Ar¬
rest,” opened in 1997 with a multi-racial cast

- unlike her previous, one-woman perfor¬
mances - that Smith trained to portray the
real-life individuals she interviewed. Awarded
a “genius” fellowship by the MacArthur Foun¬
dation in 1996, Smith now leads the new Insti¬
tute on the Arts and Civic Dialogue at Harvard
University, dedicated to exploring ways in
which the arts can enhance public discussion
of vital social issues. In addition to her roles
as a playwright and actor, Smith teaches at
Stanford University, where she is the Ann
O’Day Maples Professor of the Arts.
Wilson, who will receive an honorary
doctor of laws degree, is one of the nation’s
leading social scientists on poverty. In his
widely debated 1978 book “The Declining Sig¬
nificance of Race” (winner of the American
Sociological Association’s Sydney Spivack
Award), Wilson outlined a thesis he supports
today: that class, as well as race, determines
the status of African Americans. Called one of
the 25 most influential Americans by Time
magazine in 1996 and awarded the 1998 Na¬
tional Medal of Science, Wilson is the Lewis P.
and Linda L. Geyser University Professor at
Harvard University.
The author of numerous publications,
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his other well-known works include “The Truly
Disadvantaged,” winner of The Washington
Monthly Annual Book Award and the Society
for the Study of Social Problems’ C. Wright
Mills Award. His latest book, “When Work Dis¬
appears: The World of the New Urban Poor,”
was selected as one of the notable books of
1996 by the editors of The New York Times
Book Review and received the Sidney Hillman
Foundation Award. Past president of the
American Sociological Association, Wilson
was a MacArthur Prize fellow from 1987 to
1992. The only noneconomist ever to receive
the Seidman Award in Political Economy, he
also received the American Sociological
Association’s Dubois, Johnson, Frazier Award
for significant scholarship in inter-group re¬
lations and the Burton Gordon Feldman Award
from Brandeis University for outstanding con¬
tributions in the field of public policy

BATES COLLEGE - With the college
looking to reallocate many buildings on cam¬
pus in the next year, student organizations
are mobilizing to ensure that their space
needs are met.
Because the college will be reevaluat¬
ing usage for more than simply the buildings
that are opening up due to the construction
of Pettingil Hall, there are many opportuni¬
ties available for groups that are looking to
gain office or performance space.
Canham House, 45 Campus Ave., Ill
Bardwell St., Coram Library and Libbey Fo¬
rum are all opening up next year. With sev¬
eral organizations claiming to need space,
the college has hired an outside consultant
to help in determining where things should
go as Bates moves into the 21st century.
The Representative Assembly Com¬
mittee on Space Reallocation conducted a
survey this week at tables in the Mailroom
and outside of Commons.
According to a preliminary survey of
student organization leaders, a student cen¬
ter is the most desired addition to the cam¬
pus, followed by additional club and office
spaces, as well as more housing.
“I think that the survey will afford us
with some more precise numbers on what the
students want,” said RA Vice President Jay
Surdukowski, who is heading the space com¬
mittee. “I think there’s some great ideas out
there, but those ideas need to be narrowed
down at some point.”
The survey asked for students’ feelings
about 15 possible changes in space alloca¬
tion, and asked them to gauge the depth of
their feelings about those changes.
The college’s consultants will offer a
draft report in the fall. Surdukowski empha¬
sized the importance of students voicing their
opinions before the report comes out.
“The reason that we in the student
space committee [ran the survey] was to give
students a positive force,” said Surdukowski.

Merrill Road
Self Storage
(off College Street)
784-2483
all sizes available

■ Art ■ Drama

student rates
pre-paid discounts
24 hour video surveillance

■ Creative Writing
■ Languages
■ Directing

(for Teachers)

■ English Language Institute (ESL)

1 YALE UNIVERSITY Summer Programs 1
246 Church Street, Suite 101
New Haven. CT 06510-1722
Phone (203) 432-2430 • http://www.yale.edu/summer
For catalog requests outside U.S. send $5.00 postage

office:
741 Main Street
Lewiston
across from Marden’s
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I bite my thumb at you, Mr Horowitz---Professor assails David Horowitz’s analysis of Bates with wit and sarcasm, highlighting his contradictory assertions
By MARAGRETIMBER
Professor, Classical and Romance
Languages
I read with admiration Mr. Horowitz’s
recent effort to find something bad to say
about Bates College. I teach Latin at Bates,
and I looked forward to his article in Salon
as an opportunity to be informed by the per¬
spective of someone who is not a member of
the college. I was a tad surprised to be told
in his column that Bates is located in Port¬
land, Maine. I feel fairly confident that we’re
in Lewiston, a city 35 miles or so from Port¬
land. But Mr. Horowitz doesn’t actually live
here, he just visited - so perhaps the mistake
is understandable.
I’m finishing my second year as a
teacher here - so I’ve spent more time on
campus than Mr. Horowitz, whose visit lasted
only a day. But Mr. Horowitz has clearly vis¬
ited many more college campuses than I (so
many were mentioned in his article) and I
must defer to his ability to size up a commu¬
nity and an institution in a matter of hours.
What a mind - one talk and one classroom
visit generated 3 pages of commentary, ana¬
lyzing the institution to its very core! If only
my students could do as much with a page of
Cicero. If only I could. I’m pleased to say
that Mr. Horowitz’ commentary confirms
what I believe is the most pernicious prob¬
lem that threatens the project of education
at our college - we don’t entertain enough.
I did my graduate work at Stanford
where academic dinner parties and cocktail
parties and receptions literally clog one’s
calendar. You can imagine how shocked I was
to find a few week nights free when I started
working here. Originally I thought that the
low entertainment quotient might indicate a
failure of the Politically Correct to have
seized control of the institution - we all know
what they do in California through the chablis
and brie network. But in time I’ve come to

see how much more insidious Yankee PC is
than the obvious tactics of the Marxist, post¬
colonialist, deconstructionist, feminist, queer
theory members of the academic elite in
other campuses visited by Mr. Horowitz. (I
think that’s the gamut of labels Mr. Horowitz
deployed).
Mr. Horowitz clearly and succinctly
describes the most subtle tactic of the PC
thought police at Bates - civility. Who would

her own. Wouldn’t inviting Mr. Horowitz to
campus undermine the efforts of the Marx¬
ist, colonialist, deconstructionist, feminist,
queer theory members of Bates’ academic
elite to control the minds of its students? Mr.
Horowitz himself is at a loss to explain this
instance of the tactic of civility. This in itself
is a indication of how successful Yankee PC
can be.
There are only three other possible

Fm finishing my second year as a teacher
here - so Fve spent more time on
campus than Mr. Horowitz, whose visit
lasted only a day. But Mr. Horowitz has
clearly visited many more college
campuses than I (so many were mentioned
in his article) and I must defer to his
ability to size up a community and an
institution in a matter of hours. What a
mind - one talk and one classroom visit
generated 3 pages of commentary,
analyzing the institution to its very core!
have thought this old social value, so seem¬
ingly a throw back to the good old days of
Mr. Horowitz’s youth could be used to destroy
the foundations of western values. But look
at what happened to Mr. Horowitz at Bates.
First, the most cunning ploy - the Dean
of the College invited him to speak. Surely
no self-respecting liberal leftie would dare
expose the tender minds of college students
to a point of view that differed from his or

explanations. The first is that people at
Bates think students should be exposed to a
range of political opinions, whether or not
those opinions are shared by members of the
faculty. That would be one form of civility educating students in the range of political
thought they will encounter in their civic life.
But if we accept this explanation, than we
can’t really say that the Marxist, colonialist,
deconstructionist, feminist, queer theory

academic elite actually control Bates - or at
least, if they do, we can’t say that they want
to indoctrinate students in their own ideol¬
ogy. Obviously that explanation can’t be true.
What if the clever PC Yankees here (in
Lewiston, Mr. Horowitz) had a more devious
idea? What if they only invited incompetent
articulators of ideologies they disagreed
with? Then they could have their cake and
eat it too. They could pretend to foster a
range of opinions, but be confident that only
the ones they liked would flourish. The very
inability of the speakers who represented
ideas rejected by the Marxist, colonialist,
deconstructionist, feminist, queer theory
members of the academic elite who control
Bates would cause those ideas to fail on
campus. What a nasty bunch those Yankee
PC thought police would have to be. But if
this were true, we would have to accept as
our premise that Mr. Horowitz was, well, in¬
competent. Obviously this can’t be true.
Finally, the only other possible expla¬
nation for the Dean’s invitation to Mr.
Horowitz was an ordinary kind of civility.
Such simple civility recognized Mr. Horowitz
as an able exponent of opinions that at least
some here shared. The decent thing to do in
such cases is invite such folks in. This kind
of mundane civility has it’s roots deep in the
western classical tradition. Terence, the
Roman playwright, said, “I am a human be¬
ing - nothing is foreign to me.”
The invitation to Mr. Horowitz could
have been a recognition of the legitimate
place his ideas have on campus under
Terence’s doctrine of humanitas. It was a
recognition of him as a member of an intel¬
lectual community that transcends the geo¬
graphical borders of the college (in Lewiston,
Mr. Horowitz). In this community, the insti¬
tutional definitions that separate members
of the media from academics should not limit

Continued on next page
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himself? Wow.

Short Term quiet

Maybe they’re all watching the Phantom Menace. At
home. Off campus. Sober.... I.E. NOT HERE.

Pub Crawl 1999

Any event where the odds of passing out on some random
lawn in Lewiston go massively up is just AWESOME.

Student staffers

Noble editors forsake hot dogs and beer at the Sea Dogs
game for layout, consoling themselves with improvised
pina coladas and tales of nudity. My GOD it’s a tough life.
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Horowitz (continued)

Editorial

On China
Our continually questionable foreign policy relationship with the
Chinese never ceases to amaze. It is constantly changing to the detriment
of our long-term policy making with them as a nation, a future super¬
power, and as an economic partner. As of late our reactions to certain
situations (the breach of security at our nuclear weapons labs, and the
accidental bombing of their embassy in Serbia) only serve to emphasize
how ridiculous our supposedly “unified” foreign policy is towards our huge
Pacific neighbor.
Why are we dealing so foolishly with them? We chastise them for
their intelligence operation in our nuclear labs, as if nations don’t spy on
one another normally as a component of any statecraft. Instead of being
outraged at them as equals, we patronize them with an double standard
that criticizes them for ever employing such means, as if we do not.
On human rights abuses we sometimes take a firm stance, only to
back-pedal months later after American business interests complain that
we’re closing off markets to them. It’s tit for tat, consistency be damned.
And on technology sales, United Nations actions, and within a score of
other policy arenas our policy is disorganized, ambivalent, and sometimes
laughable. It’s no wonder the Chinese aren’t treating us with the respect
and latitude we demand.
When are we going to start treating China for what it is; a nation
with the potential to become the next global empire through shear size? If
not for that reason, then for the massive economic sway their markets
command, and for the obvious nationalistic pride they possess (why else
would they have reacted SO fervently to our accidental bombing) we should
be unifying and rationalizing our long term relationship with them. Not to
be overly alarmist, but this is a nation that has expressly stated its inten¬
tion to modernize everything from its infrastructure to it’s military. It some¬
day will not be the nation that still struggles to shift out of the secondworld economic and resource status that it presently has. Someday it will
present it’s own ultimatums, without U.N. decree, without unified coali¬
tion support of other nations, and expressly for the sake its own goals
(like some superpowers we already know- hint hint). Isn’t it time for a
policy relationship that reflects that?
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the exchange of their ideas. Finally, in this
community, differences of political opinion
and ideological identification can never be
allowed to prevent hard fought, but civil, de¬
bate between proponents of those opinions
and ideologies. But this would hardly be the
tactic of members of the Marxist, colonialist,
deconstructionist, feminist, queer theory
members of the academic elite at Bates. And
how do we know that? Well, no one went to
lunch with Mr. Horowitz, did they?
(True, Mr. Horowitz didn’t make a date
and the Dean had an appointment, after
which he immediately joined Mr. Horowitz.
But if we entertained more, these kinds of
mistakes wouldn’t happen). So simple civil¬
ity can’t be the explanation for the invitation
to Mr. Horowitz. Conservatives take care!
Yankee PC is devious stuff indeed. They will
stomach your ideas, but not your company.
Those weren’t the only tactics of civil¬
ity employed during Mr. Horowitz’s visit, ei¬
ther. They put him up for the night and
bought him lunch (albeit a solitary one). The
Dean (no doubt trying the California tactic
of entertainment) hosted a reception for Mr.
Horowitz and Mr. Horowitz appears to be¬
lieve only invited members of the faculty
whose intellectual company Mr. Horowitz
would find congenial! The cunning, the cun¬
ning! When Mr. Horowitz used the Dean’s
name without permission in a paid advertise¬
ment promoting the sale of books (including
his own), the Dean went so far as to write a
letter to Mr. Horowitz! He was outrageous
enough to allude to the fact that Mr. Horowitz
had used his name without permission! Now
the naive might simply call this the truth, but
in the hands of the Yankee PC, the truth can
be a dangerous thing.
When Mr. Horowitz dropped in, unin¬
vited and unannounced on a faculty
member’s class, she allowed him to stay and
encouraged him to participate in student dis¬
cussion. According to Mr. Horowitz, under
the rule of PC he knows best, they never let
students hear points of view that differ from
the professor’s (an expert in the field) or text
- which again proves how much more perni¬
cious Yankee PC can be. When the uninvited
Mr. Horowitz kindly explained to the profes¬
sor (an expert in the field) the failings of her
syllabus, what did she do? No obvious stuff
like, let’s call it being rude, back. No, she
complained to the Dean! I found Mr.
Horowitz’s description of her pedagogical
technique equally unnerving. She apparently
had students analyze the text to determine
whether the facts supported the arguments
the author made. Imagine the gall of teach¬
ing students to think and read critically. Dear
God is there no depth to which the Marxist,
colonialist, deconstructionist, feminist, queer

The Bates Student is published weekly by the students of Bates College when the
college is in session. Editorials represent opinions of the editorial board. Views ex¬
pressed in individual columns, features and letters are solely those of the author.

push that FCC

As the section name suggests, the opinion pages of the The Bates Student are in¬
tended to be an open forum for the Bates community. To this end, we invite members
of the community to contribute to it.

Off the ntark
Letters to the Editor must be received at 7 p.m. on Wednesday if they are to be consid¬
ered for publication in the Friday issue. All letters must be signed, but under special
circumstances the newspaper may withhold names upon request. People may de¬
liver single-spaced, typed letters to 224 Chase Hall, or mail them to The Bates Stu¬
dent, 309 Bates College, Lewiston, ME 04240. They may also submit letters on a 3.5inch computer disk, or by e-mail to jconnors@abacus.bates.edu.

theory academic elite at Bates will not go?
Then the Yankee PC did a very clever
thing. No members of the faculty compelled
their students to go to Mr. Horowitz’s talk!
Of course, cojnpelling students to go to talks
might be construed 'as a bit heavy handed.
Perhaps the Marxist, colonialist,
deconstructionist, feminist, queer theory
members of the academic elite at Bates rec¬
ognized such compulsion as an obvious tool
of thought control. The Yankee PC is too
subtle for that. This is not California, after
all. This is Lewiston, Mr. Horowitz. Faculty
deviousness is again demonstrated by the
fact that they didn’t bribe the students with
course credit to go to Mr. Horowitz’s talk! Mr.
Horowitz was left to compete in the market
place of ideas. Do you see how subtle Yan¬
kee £c San be? Those devious Marxist,
colonialist, deconstructionist, feminist, queer
theory members of the academic elite who
control Bates forced Mr. Horowitz to compete
on his own intellectual merits - the sort of
thing that ideologically speaking, he’s rather
stuck with thinking is a good idea. Stunning
duplicity, is it not?
Mr. Horowitz bemoans the fact that
only 60 students attended this talk. I have to
say, in my limited experience, 60 is nothing
to sneeze at (if you don’t force them or bribe
them, you can’t guarantee turn out - or sales
of your books). In fact, if I could attract 60
students to my talk on the history of Roman
rhetorical education or a rather witty one I
do on the development of the Roman law of
delict, I’d be thrilled. Mr. Horowitz, however,
apparently found the crowd paltry, and since
he’s visited so many college campuses, he
can speak with greater authority than I. It
was at his talk that we find some of the most
telling instances of the lengths to which the
Yankee PC will go. Most members of the au¬
dience agreed with him! What is more, mem¬
bers of the audience who found what Mr.
Horovvitz had to saiyand h'is'indnner of say¬
ing'it outrageous lfeft the foofti rather than
return to his remarks in kind! The'subtlety
of it all boggles the mind.
And it would have worked if someone
had taken the man to lunch! So bedazed and
befuddled would Horowitz have been by the
drumbeat of civility, he would have had noth¬
ing to write about (unless he were a contro¬
versialist who would have written negatively
no matter what his experience). That’s why
I think we need to entertain more at Bates.
If the Yankee PC did, I’d tell those devious
Marxist, colonialist, deconstructionist, femi¬
nist, queer theoiy members of the academic
elite who control Bates, at one of those chow¬
der and ale receptions I think they should
have in Lewiston (maybe they already have
them in Portland), “If you only had taken him
to lunch, you could have bagged David
Horowitz.”

by Mark Parisi
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Yes, we do accept contributions of ALL kinds for the
Spudent. SUBMIT TO US. As domination goes,
we’re loose, in more ways than you can count on one
hand. Did I mention we mix our metaphors?
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Welcome to the Alumni Association of Bates College.

As soon as you accept your diploma and move the
tassel on your mortarboard you join the Bates College
Alumni Association, a membership you will hold for life.
In the fall when you receive your copy of the MIRROR
you will also receive a booklet, “Life After Bates.” This
booklet will be full of information on how you can keep
in touch and also benefit from many resources for alumni
that are offered by the College. We urge you to take
advantage of this resource, and to use it as a way to stay
connected to the more than 15,000 individuals who are
your fellow Bates alums.
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Plautus’ Twin Menaechmi funks up Gannet
Roller skates, pink hair, and the mafia swirl in Roman comedy
Seventies funk hits pounded out in
ancient Epidamnus? Roller-skates worn by
a B.C. servant? A mafia-esque Godfather ac¬
cent throated by a Roman elder?
Las Vegas ambiance and Plautus au¬
thorship meld together in the same drama,
and stage a certain amount of cognitive dis¬

translated into the dimension of disco balls
and the mafia. However, under the premise
that the human truth and the hilarity of nag¬
ging wives, materialistic mistresses, and
mistaken identities never fade, Director Joan
Reddick ‘99 and cast launched their theatri¬
cal energy into the naivete and farce of Ro¬
man comedy.
In this tale of twin brothers separated
at birth, the plot is a skeleton to allow hu¬

sonance and chuckles for the audience of
Bates’ latest Gannet production, The Twin
Menaechmi.
Roman Dramatist Plautus probably
never suspected that his commentary on the
domestic relationships of Roman life would
ever be translated into English, never mind

mor and characterizations to shine over and
above the subtle themes of oppressive mar¬
riages and masters. A brother in search of
his twin finds himself sleeping with his
brother’s mistress and causing quite a bit of
disruption in his brother’s life. And while the
twins finally are reunited at the tail end of

By CHRISTINE HOPKINS
Features Editor

the play, the long process of mistaken identi¬
ties offers the twins plenty of crazed inter¬
actions with servants, lovers, and in-laws.
While Plautus’ jokes didn’t thrown
Bates audiences into belly laughter, the por¬
trayal of Plautus’ characters by zany actors
and actresses certainly brought a wry smile
to many faces.
Kenny Catalano ‘02 strutted a fluores¬
cent pink wig, flip-flops, snug white pants,
and a spunky, seductive attitude to pull off
the most energetic and humorous perfor¬
mance of the play. His character Roll has
the critical task of unconscionably flirting
with Menaechmus when Menaechmus visits
Roll’s owner, the prostitute Lovey. And of
course, Ken must also click his flip-flops and
skip away with his picnic basket to buy the
fish for lunch. Unfortunately the audience
doesn’t get to witness the splash Catalano
makes in the Roman fish market.
Prostitute Lovey, coyly portrayed by
Arin Arbus ‘99, twirled a multi-colored lolli¬
pop in her lips while nasally pleading her
requests for gold and dresses. This
marginalized working class citizen of ancient
Epidamnus promises pleasure to
Menaechmus, but also shows her colors as
the drama’s material girl, yearning for
bangles and lace in return for her services.
The upper echelon of Epidamnus so¬
ciety didn’t do too horribly at entertaining
the masses either. Weston Noyes ‘00 and
Adam Thompson ‘00 shared the task of play¬
ing the twin fools and failing to realize that:
the crazed events in their lives might be due
to their better half’s follies. Noyes scrunched
and stretched his facial muscles to show his
confusion at the rather homey reception he
received in Epidamnus despite the fact of his
foreigner status.
Thompson’s black cowboy boots got
quite the work out dancing and stomping

over town trying to weasel his way out of the
damage he and his twin brother wreaked on
his relationship with his wife Suzanne Pekow
‘02, mistress Arbus, and father-in-law Doug
Krause ‘99. Thompson does get a bit of help
in fighting of a fierce crew of father-in-law’s
henchman. Noyes’ slave Sponge Tom Armet
‘01 responds to Thompson’s S.O.S. in the
hope of gaining his freedom. After all,
Armet’s curled afro hair certainly didn’t want
to be chained down, neither by hair gel nor
by the hierarchy of Roman society.
The only chains not broken in The
Twin Menaechmi were the irons of the past
that limited the outright comedic effect of the
play’s script. However, the charicatures pre¬
sented by the cast and the ambiance created
by the stage crew tickled the fancy of quite a
post-Roman audience.

Ken Cfltclla.no 02 as Roll

JoanReddickPhoto

Phantom Menace lacks alluring force
George Lucas’Lazarm act foiled by gimmicks geared to Hollywood marketing
By SEAN DOHERTY
Staff Writer
George Lucas has done it again.
But he has taken quite a hiatus from
being in the director’s seat, and the rustiness
shows in Star Wars Episode I. You could ar¬
gue that his directorial rustiness is the re¬
sult of a poorly-written script, and you would
probably be right.
He wrote
the script too.
But
die
hard Star Wars
fans won’t care at
all because every¬
thing - the Jedis,
the Dark Side, the
impossibly exotic
alien creatures,
of course Yoda,
and the Force has all been res¬
urrected, brought
back from the
dead.
Even
Lazarus would be
impressed. Lucas
does it with pa¬
nache, and he’s
got all of today’s
marvelous graphic animation devices to rely
on (heavily).
I must say that while watching Phan¬

tom Menace, I couldn’t help but observe how
the technology was superior to that of the
original trilogy. How delightfully anachro¬
nistic!
Come, let us delve deeper into this twohour, twelve-minute fairy tale.
The movie is laden with imbalances
and as a result does not flow very freely.
Armed with a capitalist mindset and the
knowledge that “hey,
kids like cute things”
Lucas tried to make
Phantom Menace appeal
to every demographic
range of viewer.
The result is a
disjunct scene-to-scene
fragmentation, with one
scene appealing more to
younger viewers (a cute
little android running
around, or the playful
alien character Jar Jar
Binks) and the next
scene more appealing to
adults (scenes laden
with political rhetoric).
Children will presum¬
ably get bored listening
to characters talk poli¬
tics, and adults will tire
of annoying characters such as Jar Jar
Binks. Sorry Mr. Lucas, you can’t please ‘em
all.

Armed with a
capitalist mindset
and the knowledge
that “hey, kids like
cute things ” Lucas
tried to make
Phantom Menace
appeal to every
demographic range
of viewer

But in addition to a discontinuity be¬
tween scenes the storyline itself leaves much
to be desired, and many questions unan¬
swered. You may set and that subsequent
movies will answer all questions. But the
truth is that for an effective trilogy each
movie should be able to stand on its own.
Since Lucas has written the following
two movies, Phantom Menace seems to be
relying on the
unwritten. For
Lucas the movie
must seem co¬
herent, but for
the viewer it
can’t help but be
disjunct
and
slightly incom¬
prehensible. It’s
like
Swiss
cheese,
but
Lucas knows
what fills the
holes.
Several
new characters
are worthy of ap¬
plause, and oth¬
ers disappoint.
Liam Neeson turns in a strong performance
as Jedi Knight Qui-Gon Jinn, in spite of his
strangely somber character.
Ewan
MacGregor as Obi-Wan Kenobi does well with
what he is given, but his character (pardon

the pun) lacks force. Similarly with Samuel
L. Jackson - as a member of the Jedi councilhe was given no more than ten lines in the
entire movie. That’s all nice and good if he
speaks in the next two movies, but he is
wasted talent.
Jake Lloyd as young Anakin
Skywalker should be doing cereal commer¬
cials instead of acting. Natalie Portman
isdasein personified as
Queen Amalia with her
one facial expression,
and Darth Maul excites
as the Emperor’s appren¬
tice, and although he
dominates any scene he
is in, he isn’t in nearly
enough of them.
But the biggest
disappointment was Jar
Jar Binks, an irritating
alien with - and someone
explain this one to me - a
Caribbean accent. An
attempt at a Chewbaccalike sidekick, he isn’t
nearly as successful. Of
course Lucas included
him because no matter
what he says the children
in the audience are going to laugh and point

Although the plot
may be as thin as the
newspaper page you
hold in your hand,
the action and
special effects should
be enough to make
you want to drive to
Hoyts.

Continued on page p
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Maine social activists network and G.R.O.W
Weekend of workshops educates Lewiston downtown volunteers
By CHRISTINE HOPKINS
Features Editor
Progressive activist from across Maine
trekked to the Grassroots Organizing Work¬
shops (G.R.O.W.) at Camp Winona in
Bridgton, Maine for a weekend of vegetarian
meals, guitar strumming, and, most impor¬
tantly, networking.
Twenty-six organizers arrived the
night of Friday May 14th in search of new
tactics and insights to utilize in their
struggles for peace, economic justice, gay
and lesbian rights, respect for youth, democ¬
racy, and social justice for all oppressed and
marginalized communities.
From May 14th-16th, a slew of success¬
ful union and community organizers gath¬
ered and educated activists about
fundraising, media tactics, grassroots orga¬
nizing, and the complexities of race and class
in mobilizing communities.
Deanna Partridge, a prize-winning
journalist and activist, presented
Demystifying and Undemonizing the Me¬
dia. Cynthia Phinney, union organizer and
Asst. Coordinator of Maine N.O.W, taught an
AFL-CIO course entitled Common Sense
Economics. Sharon Brittingham, a hate
crime victim advocate, coordinated the ses¬
sion Race £ Class Issues in Organizing. In
the last two workshops, Charles Bernstein
and Janice Fine focussed on building mem¬
bership bases through community organiz¬
ing and fundraising respectively.
Telephone numbers and e-mail ad¬
dresses, and the familiar faces and person¬
alities, were probably the most important
information shared. Leaders from as diverse
groups as the Dental Health Coalition to the
Maine Rural Network exchanged experi¬

ences, literature, and their addresses. The
camp’s participants collectively voted to or¬
ganize a phone-tree which would connect
activists to emergency calls to social justice
action from Standish to Ellsworth to Portland
to Lewiston.
The Lewiston-Auburn area is con¬
nected to this activism chain through five

The Downtown Neighborhood arrived
at G.R.O.W. with an idea to revitalize the
Pierce Street Park in order to prove to grant¬
ors that the organization is worthy of funds
for a community center. Poulin, Bolton, and
Hopkins discovered that while this was a
good tactic with which to go after philanthro¬
pists.

pupils of activism camp- President of
Lewiston’s Downtown Neighborhood Asso¬
ciation (DNA) Ray Poulin, VISTA volunteer
Jon Bolton, Parent Advocacy organizer
Tonya Labbe, Maine People’s Alliance’s John
Newton, and Bates College sophomore Chris¬
tine Hopkins working with the DNA.

As Charlie Browstein, a veteran
fundraiser, commented, “Don’t expect foun¬
dations to give you a cent if you can’t make
money yourself.”
Poulin and Hopkins realized that get¬
ting money for the community center was a
premature step because the Downtown

Neighborhood Association (DNA), had not
gone through the steps of building a finan¬
cial pyramid. Basically, DNA has not yet built
a membership base by canvassing and
phone-calling, nor has it cultivated higher,
more singular relationships with richer do¬
nors such as local business people and up¬
per-class citizens.
While this realization could have been
taken as a damper on DNA’s goals, Poulin,
Hopkins, and Bolton- the VISTA volunteer
helping DNA- gained new inspiration from
the workshop’s other participants and from
now knowing what to do, which is after all
half the battle.
Poulin shared resources with Bill
Crain, the organizer for a low-income asso¬
ciation in Pownal, Maine. Crain traded off
names of potential grants, ideas of
fundraising hikes, and his enthusiasm for
creating a fund of security loans to help lowincome tenants get into a new apartment by
paying last month’s rent.
Gail Geraghty, a reporter from Norway,
also inspired with her “vision” of a revital¬
ized downtown Norway that would drum sup¬
port from the resident's pride and stubborn¬
ness rather than play down to the supposed
apathy of the community.
Poulins and Hopkins also learned how
to cultivate relationships with local journal¬
ists in order to get event coverage of the
Pierce Street cleanup, and eventually to in¬
crease the representation of low-income is¬
sues in the local press.
The Institute for Nonviolence Educa¬
tion, Research and Training (INVERT) spon¬
sored the weekend retreat, along with fund¬
ing from the Haymarket People’s Fund and
RESIST, a Boston-based activism grantor.

Phantom Menace lacks force
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and ask their parents to buy them the
action figure which fuels Lucas’s costs
for the next two episodes.
There were other alien characters that
played the same role - no substance, just
an unnecessary source of comic relief
that was more frustrating than comic.
It makes economic sense, but give the
viewers some credit, Mr. Lucas. You
have made the movie a little too childish
too take the rest of the movie seriously.
Thrusting the viewer into this state of
cognitive dissonance disintegrates inter¬
est. Let’s try not to Disney-ify this movie
and subsequent episodes. Let’s go back
to the basics.
On the plus side, the cinematography
and graphically-designed worlds and
characters are pretty good. Production
members spent so much time creating
these sets, but Lucas just zooms right
through them. There is an imbalance
between the furious action pace and the
lethargic, and often boring, dialogue.
There are wonderful scenes of baroque
futurism, shots with a mise-en-scene as
beautiful as any movie, but as soon as

they catch our eye, they disappear.
The action is a plus, too. There are
great fight scenes between Obi Wan, Qui Gon,
and Darth Maulas well as collective fight
scenes. The race scene featuring young
Anakin Skywalker is intense and will find you
clawing into your movie seat armrests. So
although the plot may be as thin as the news¬
paper page you hold in your hand, the action
and special effects should be enough to make
you want to drive to Hoyts.
With.the relentless capitalistic drive in
Hollywood, just in case you see Phantom
Menace and all is not clear, just wait a few
years for the release of Episode 0.25, Episode
0.5, and Episode 0.75 (unofficially dubbed the
‘three quarters’ episode). Maybe we’ll be
fortunate enough to get an Episode
0.3333333? Or maybe a Preface I followed
by Epilogue 1-X3L...
But as both you and I know, O patient
reader, regardless of this review; you will still
see Phantom Menace. Probably twice. Why?
Just ask anyone, and they’ll tell you: “Be¬
cause it’s Star Wars!”
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Baseball coaching choice sparks controversy
ii?.

By MATT MEYERS

Staff Writer
On a campus pre-occupied with soc¬
cer and lacrosse, the men’s baseball team
sometimes get lost in the shuffle. However,
readers should start to take notice. After
starting with an obviously poor 0-10 record,
the Bobcats regrouped to win 11 of their last
19 and finish with a promising 11-18 record
in Coach Bob Flynn’s final season at Bates.
As the season ended, things were look¬
ing positive for the members of the team;
however, controversy soon followed. In a
move that shocked most members of the pro¬
gram, current assistant Craig Vandersea was
selected by the Bates athletic department to
replace Flynn.
There were many factors surrounding
this controversy. First of all, the players
thought that the school should do a national
search for a coach as they have done in re¬
cent years for the football program and just
this month for the volleyball program. While
national searches have been done at Bates,
they are not the standard. “When choosing
a coach, our first decision is to decide

whether or not we want to stay within the ’02. “I’m afraid that Coach Vandersea’s foot¬
institution,” said Suzanne Coffey, Bates ath¬ ball involvement will adversely affect base¬
letic director. “A common practice through¬ ball.”
out the NESCAC is promoting coaches from
Despite these concerns, Coffey says
within the school and
that Vandersea’s
that is what we de¬
multiple commit¬
cided to do here. I
ments should not be
“I’m afraid that
like it when we are
a problem. “I don’t
able to promote
see how football
Coach Vandersea's
someone from the
commitments will
college. We felt that
affect baseball in the
football involvement
Coach Vandersea
spring,” said Coffey.
proved himself to be
“At Bates, most of
will adversely affect
more than a compe¬
our coaches are in¬
baseball. ”
tent replacement
volved with more
throughout this sea¬
than one sport. If
son.”
you are a head
Justin Pats ’02
Another ques¬
coach, that is always
tion that was raised
your number one
by some of the play¬
priority.”
ers was Coach
The issue which
Vandersea’s involve¬
seems to bother the
ment with the football program. “When a players more than any other is that they be¬
couple of members from our team spoke to lieve themselves to be completely left out of
Suzanne Coffey before the hiring, she said the decision making process. “I know that
the new coach would be concentrating 100% when football picked a new coach last year,
on baseball,” said team member Justin Pats the players played a large role,” said David

Richter ’01. “I felt that the players on the
baseball team deserved the same treatment.
We had absolutely no say in the issue and
that was a disrespect to the players. It al¬
most seemed like a rushed decision.”
That perceived treatment has left
many of the players feeling somewhat
slighted, and Coffey did not deny those ac¬
cusations. “I respect the fact that the play¬
ers wanted to be included in the decision. We
have involved students in the past when we
have done searches. But in this case, we
decided not to do a search. And just because
we decided not to do a search does not mean
this was a hasty decision. I have been dis¬
cussing this with the President the entire
year. He supports this decision.”
Whatever the outcome, the team does
not view the actual decision to hire
Vandersea as the central issue. “If the school
had done a search and involved the players,
and then decided to hire Coach Vandersea
that would have been fine,” said Jason
Pinkham ’02. “I think he will be an asset to
the program as head coach.”

IM Softball Playoff Matchups

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST

Fuzzy Nipple vs. Pennant Chasers
Alabama Slammers vs. The Shockers
WEST

Townie Vengeance vs. Maximum Utility
Ready for Action vs. Lewiston All-Stars

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST

The Zwickstars vs. The Long Balls
The Mullets vs. School of Ruckus
WEST

Whodats vs. New York Spankmees
Tube Ride Joe vs. The Lewiston-Auburn Grip
All-Stars
IM softball players took aim at Rand Hall last weekend.

Erin Mullin photo.
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Five steps to Stanley Cup
And how the Bruins got their bear butts skewered by the Sabres
By CAM DONALDSON

Sports Editor
In the beginning, there were 27 teams.
Then, after the dust settled from an 82-game
regular season that was more of a chore than
a competition, 16 teams remained. Several
weeks later, 12 of these teams had been sent
packing, including my beloved Bruins. Byron
Dafoe, after turning aside 304 shots in 12
games, had been reduced to putting at
Lakeside Golf and Leisure. The iconic 38year-old flagship of the black-and-gold,
Raymond Bourque, was last seen touring the
Forest Glen retirement community after
single handedly running the Boston power
play and posting 10 playoff points. And young
Joe Thornton was spotted waiting in line for
“Star Wars: Episode I” tickets.
The NHL playoffs are possibly the most
grueling ordeal in professional sports. On the
heels of an 82-game regular season, players
are asked to battle fatigue, injury and disheartenment to literally bite and claw their
way past opponents in a best-of-seven series.
This is where rivalries are born, tempers boil
over and Detroit fans pull fire alarms in the
visiting team’s hotel all night long. In such a
tempestuous environ¬
ment, where home
teams have even been
accused of spiking the
visitors’ drinking wa¬
ter and turning up the
heat in their locker
room, how can one use
reason and logic to
claim victory? Despite
all of the extracurricu¬
lar antics, this is what
I believe every series
ultimately boils down
to on the ice:

that looked like a blueberry shake, will be
on the prowl for Peter Forsberg. And Colo¬
rado hit man Adam Foote will be polishing
his barrels in anticipation of taking a few
shots at Stars poster boy Mike Modano. The
difference in this series may be that the Avs’
top offensive threats are also their most
noted pugilists. Dallas’s top forwards
(Modano, Joe Nieuwendyk and Brett Hull)
are not known for their ability to joust, while
Colorado’s top offensive players (Forsberg,
Adam Deadmarsh and Theo Fleury), with the
exception of Joe Sakic, combine grit and goal
scoring in a custom blended mix. As long as
these two teams are playing, make sure you
tune in to “Sportscenter” for the top cranks
of the day.
4. Team defense. This is what made the
Devils organization what they are today.
Yeah, I know, there’s nothing more thrilling
than watching the neutral zone trap, but until
NHL Commissioner Gary Bettman clamps
down on all the clutching and grabbing, this
is the tried and true formula for winning the
Stanley Cup. The Bruins were having suc¬
cess with a modified trap in the Carolina se¬
ries, but Buffalo’s forwards simply dumped
the puck in every
time they hit the
red line. The Sa¬
bres would then
utilize their speed
to attack the Bru¬
ins defensemen,
who were too slow
breaking out of
their own zone.
This aggressive¬
ness will serve Buffalo well in their
upcoming series
with Toronto, a
club that likes to
make pretty little
passes on the
breakout. If the
Leafs can not ad¬
just to being under
constant pressure
in their own zone,
the Sabres will
thrive on a steady
diet of rushed
passes and have
the undersized
Toronto defensemen cringing at even the
threat of a bodycheck. Out west, Dallas is
clearly the more defensively sound team.
Forwards Jere Lehtinen, Brian Skrudland
and Dave Reid get the job done at both ends
of the ice. Under Coach Ken Hitchcock, the
Stars will stress consistency and efficiency
as they attempt to smother Colorado’s vola¬
tile offense.

The NHL playoffs are
possibly the most
grueling ordeal in
professional sports.
On the heels of an 82game regular season,
players are asked to
battle fatigue, injury
and disheartenment
to literally bite and
claw their way past
opponents in a bestof-seven series.

5. Grit and grind. Just
ask Ray Bourque. The
Sabres made their bid
to retire Ray’s No. 77
to the glass in the left
corner instead of the
rafters after repeat¬
edly dumping the puck
into his corner and
then pasting him
against the boards. As
a result, the Olde One
inevitably began to wear down. By Game Six,
you could almost hear his bones break as he
plodded to the bench at the end of one of his
marathon shifts. A team with relentless for¬
wards that finish every check (i.e. Buffalo)
is the one that nobody wants to play in the
postseason. In its upcoming conference finals
matchup with Toronto, the Sabres will sic
everyone’s favorite pest, Michael Peca, on the
Maple Leafs’ big gun up front, Mats Sundin.
The emaciated Peca, who carries no more
than 170 pounds on his 5T1" frame during
the playoffs, yet still manages to deliver his
hits with stinging authority, will be joined by
welterweight bruisers Vaclav Varada, Erik
Rasmussen and Michal Grosek in the hit pa¬
rade against Toronto. And don’t think the
Leafs will be safe in the offensive zone, ei¬
ther. With the likes of Alexei Zhitnik and Jay
McKee patrolling the Buffalo zone, Toronto
will have nowhere to hide from the physical
battles. The Western Conference finals
should be a bruiser of a series, with neither
Dallas nor Colorado carrying a decided edge
in physical play. These are the best series to
watch, where neither team can establish it¬
self over the other and the hits just keep go¬
ing back and forth. Mammoth Dallas de¬
fender Kevin Hatcher, who just weeks ago
zonked Jeremy Roenick with a leaping check
that left the Phoenix centerman with a face

3. Two legitimate scoring lines and four
solid D. While we’re on the subject of
Colorado’s offense, did I mention that they
have three bona fide scoring lines? The re¬
turn of Valeri Kamensky allowed Coach Bob
Hartley to slide Deadmarsh into the third line
center position. Now he can roll three lines
with the ability to pot big-time goals and sup¬
ply the odd bump. And, for more family fun
at McNichols Arena, the fourth line is cen¬
tered by crafty veteran Dale Hunter, the per¬
fect ingredient to liven up a series. Behind
the blue line, Colorado has Sandis Ozolinsh
to fill the ubiquitous role of offensive
defenseman, but they’re a little shaky after
you get past Foote and Sylvain Lefebvre. No
matter, though. After all, this is the team that
beat Detroit, the team with the best defen¬
sive corps in the game, by coming at them
hard with three lines. This balanced attack
should confound the Stars, who may be

forced to patch together a pair of checking
combinations to keep the Sakic and Forsberg
lines quiet. Dallas may not be able to match
Colorado’s depth at forward, but they still
have two top-flight centers in Modano and
Nieuwendyk and their defense has everythingyou could possibly want. Hitchcock will
parry the Avs’ hottest line on any given night
with the Derian Hatcher-Craig Ludwig pair¬
ing. Ludwig blocks shots with the widest shin
pads in the game and Hatcher can deliver
jarring bodychecks when the opportunity
presents itself. These are the guys you want
on the ice in the final minutes of a game to
protect a lead. They take up a lot of ice and
will wrap up whomever they can reach. The
Stars defense also features a touch of offen¬
sive flair in Sergei Zubov and probable fu¬
ture Norris Trophy winner Darryl Sydor.
When you factor in the well-rounded Shawn
Chambers and tough-as-nails Richard
Matvichuk, it becomes clear that this defen¬
sive unit will be a handful even for the Ava¬
lanche. In the East, we have two teams with
little or no depth to speak of. No one expected
Toronto and Buffalo to make it this far. After
Peca’s 27 regular-season goals, the Sabres
don’t have a single threat until 40goal-scorer
Miroslav Satan can skate on his balky left
ankle. Their defensemen are led by beadyeyed Alexei Zhitnik,
who pinches very
aggressively at the
blue line, especially
when paired with
the slickskating Ja¬
son Woolley. These
two cleaned up
against the Bruins,
who gave them
room to dink around
with the puck, but
the rest of the Sa¬
bres defense was
not a factor in the
series. Buffalo has
gotten this far be¬
cause of their tenac¬
ity, but that alone
will not take you far
against a supremely
talented team. For¬
tunately for Lindy
Ruff’s
troops,
Toronto should not
present such a challenge. After Sundin, the
Leafs depend heavily on Steve Thomas and
Sergei Berezin, neither of whom has shown
that they can shoulder a significant load of
the scoring duties. Toronto has been getting
some timely contributions from Lonny
Bohonos and Garry Valk, but neither of these
names make you tremble in fear if you’re a
Sabre. Bryan Berard can occasionally go
coast-to-coast with the puck, Dimitri
Yushkevich is hardnosed and smooth on the
play and Sylvain Cote is solid, but the Leafs
essentially are a team with a glut of B-grade
defensemen. They are more maneuverable
than the Bruins defense, but it remains to be
seen if they will be able to withstand Buffalo’s
heavy-hitting forecheck and avoid coughing
up the puck.

West, with two teams as evenly matched as
Colorado and Dallas. The Avs capitalized in
18.9% of their extra-man chances, good for
fifth in the NHL. The Stars, however, clicked
for 18.8% of their regular season power play
opportunities, indicating that the series may
be reduced to who has the better penalty kill¬
ing unit. Dallas (86.5% - 6th in NHL) holds
the upper hand here, though Colorado (83.7%
- 17th in NHL) posted respectable numbers
in this department as well.
1. Goaltending. The deciding factor in ev¬
ery playoff series. The bottom line is that in
order to win a Stanley Cup you must have a
great goaltender. A Pat Roy does just fine, as
the Mild Wings found out in their last series
of 1999. With an ailing Osgood and graying
Billy Ranford the only thing between Colo¬
rado and the Western Conference finals, De¬
troit threw the NHL’s best lineup at the Avs
and still fell flat. How many times have we
seen this before? Roy has done it with the
Canadiens and the Avalanche going back as
far as the 1980’s, silencing all nay-sayers and
paving his way into the Hockey Hall of Fame
with save after incomparable save. Granted,
the Colorado forwards had a little something
to do with their team’s success, but Roy has
not always had such a strong supporting staff
in front of him. With
a 2.29 GAA and 0.917
save percentage in
the regular season,
Roy has experienced
a slight decline since
his Canadiens days,
but he is still the most
dominant playoff
goaltender of the de¬
cade. Though it is ob¬
vious the competitive
fire still burns in him,
it remains to be seen
if old age has soft¬
ened his reflexes just
enough for Brett Hull
to sneak one past
that famed glove
hand. Roy will be op¬
posed by Ed Belfour,
whose GAA, at just a
buck ninety-nine,
might be one bargain
that Colorado would
rather pass up. Belfour, though an excellent
goaltender in his own right, owes some of that
statistical padding to Dallas’s stingy defense.
His save percentage weighs in at just 0.915
and he simply does not have the postseason
presence of his counterpart in the nets for
Colorado. Back east, we could be in for an
exciting matchup as Dominik Hasek squares
off against Curtis Joseph. Hasek is all flail¬
ing limbs and slack-spined twists and dives
in net, where Joseph playfe an efficient, tech¬
nically sound game. The Dominator’s statis¬
tical line reads like a misprint: 1.87 GAA,
0.937 save percentage. Joseph’s stats (2.56
GAA, 0.910 save percentage) are far more
human, but Cujo is known for his playoff in¬
tensity. Thus far in the postseason, Hasek
(1.77 GAA, 0.942 save percentage) and Jo¬
seph (1.80 GAA, 0.930 save percentage) have
put up similar numbers. However, Hasek
appeared to be injured at several points dur¬
ing the Bruins series, where he was espe¬
cially slow getting up and rumors abound
that his groin injury has flared up again.
Nevertheless, it would take a Gatling gun to
keep this two-time NHL MVP out of a playoff
game. The series will hinge on whether
Hasek can swallow his pain and play through
injury to carry Buffalo into the Stanley Cup
finals.

The Sabres made
their bid to retire
Ray's No. 77 to the
glass in the left
corner instead of the
rafters after
repeatedly dumping
the puck into his
corner and then
pasting him against
the boards.

2. A power play. The Bruins didn’t have one
against Buffalo. Part of the credit is owed to
the Sabres’ stalwart penalty killing, but Bos¬
ton simply failed to control the puck down
low for most of the series. Against Toronto,
Buffalo will continue to employ their highly
aggressive penalty kill against a power play
that ranked 17th in the league during the
regular season. The Sabres’ power play,
ranked 21st in the NHL, is even worse now
without trigger man Satan lurking at the top
of the faceoff bubble. Execution in power play
situations could be the deciding factor in the
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College players should forgo NBA to earn diploma
By PAUL ZINN
Staff Writer Extraordinaire
With the NBA playoffs now in full swing
and the off season quickly approaching there
is a serious problem with basketball in gen¬
eral. As many of you big NBA fans know, the
first two important events in the off season
are the post-season awards and the NBA
Draft. The problem I am talking about is the
incredible amount of college underclassmen
leaving school early to play professional bas¬
ketball. At least, this is a serious problem in
my opinion. Granted I’m a bit biased because
I’m in college and pay a lot more attention to
major college basketball than professional
hoops. There are cases where it is quite le¬
gitimate to leave college early, but more and
more players are leaving for reasons that I
believe are not in the best interest of their
careers.
In my opinion, college basketball is the
best display of basketball there is. Granted,
the game is not nearly as well-played as it is
at the professional level, but most college
games are still competitive. However, there
are two areas that I feel professional bas¬
ketball needs to work on. The first is what
an athlete is playing for, and the second is
the type of environment basketball is played

in. In my opinion, college basketball is not
at all lacking in these areas. In college, play¬
ers, in most cases, are playing for their
school. I still believe the majority aren’t play¬
ing for money that is given to them behind
the scenes. For professionals, basketball is
a job. The allegiance a college hoops player
has to his school is much stronger than the
ties professional basketball players have to
their teams. College basketball also provides
fans with the best crowds around. Nothing
can top the hostile and crazy environments
that college b-ball gives to fans. Professional
crowds can be great too, but in most cities
they aren’t that way until the playoffs. Some
crowds don’t even get that way in the play¬
offs. For example, the Atlanta Hawks have
had pitiful support during the playoffs this
year. Support not only comes during the
games in college, but throughout the entire
season. On most campuses where college
hoops is big, students can be found talking
about the next game days in advance. These
two things make college basketball a great
experience for the player, and in some cases
it baffles me why players would want to leave
these experiences behind so early in their
life.
The one instance where I believe it is
okay to leave early is when an athlete comes

‘catscratches
By CAM DONALDSON

Sports Editor
Mike Danahy ’00 and Lucas Adams
’00 represented Men’s Track and
Field on Thursday at the NCAA Divi¬
sion III Outdoor Track and Field
Championships at Baldwin Wallace
College. Danahy earned his second
All-American honor of the year with
a fifth place finish in the 10,000-meter
run. After posting a lifetime best mark
of 31:06.44, Danahy could boast of ap¬
pearing in three straight NCAA tour¬
neys. In the indoor season, Danahy
also made the All-American cut in the
5,000-meter event. He will have a
chance to do the same in the outdoor
season on Saturday...Congratulations
to the four Bates spring athletes who
earned All-NESCAC honors. Abbey
DeRocker ’99 (softball, first team)
led the ‘Cats with a .474 batting aver¬
age and finished second in RBI (19),

total bases (37), slugging percentage
(.639) and on base percentage (.459)
while stroking 27 hits and five
doubles to become Bates’s all-time
leader in both categories. Jason
Coulie ’00 (baseball, second team)
posted a team-leading .386 batting av¬
erage, five homers, 15 stolen bases,
.625 slugging percentage and .455 on
base percentage in addition to becom¬
ing the first Bobcat since Frank Vana
’61 to earn four varsity letters in one
academic year. Molly McMahon ’99
(lacrosse, second team), a pre-season
All-American and two-year co-cap¬
tain, scooped 78 ground balls and re¬
corded 57 forced turnovers to lead the
team’s defensive corps. Peter Fell ’00
(lacrosse, second team) scored four
goals and had seven assists this sea¬
son from the midfield and was instru¬
mental in the Bobcats’ killing of 64
percent of extra-man situations.

from a poverty stricken family and wants to
leave early to support their family. If this isn’t
the case there are only two real risks a col¬
lege basketball player takes by not leaving
school early. The first is serious injury. The
chances are there, but it is unlikely. The odds
aren’t good enough to give up the great ex¬
perience that college basketball provides its
athletes with. Another unlikely risk is that a
player could become worse as his career goes
on, decreasing his chances of playing in the
NBA, but again, this is unlikely. Take Corey
Magette of Duke for example. Magette is an
extreme case. He declared himself eligible
for the NBA Draft last week and will leave
Duke after his freshman season. Magette
started only two games this season, but is a.
tremendous talent. Many experts believed
that if he had stuck around he would have
been the best player to ever put on a Duke
uniform, which is really saying something.
Not only that, he would have experienced the
greatest environment in college basketball,
Cameroon Indoor Arena, for another few
years. He also would have had a great shot
to help Duke win a national championship,
especially if he could have convinced a few
of.his teammates to stay around. Magette’s
reason for leaving early was that he always
wanted to play in the NBA, which is a pretty

poor one. He even asked Michael Jordan for
advice, and MJ told him to stay. Despite all
this, Mr. Magette left.
College basketball players can have an
even better experience at college than nor¬
mal students because of their position. The
two reasons for this are primarily because
of the strong ties they have to their school
that most students don’t have, and the envi¬
ronment that they will never be able to play
basketball in again. They are risking injury,
but at the same time they are able to improve
their games and can become better profes¬
sional players. Collegiate basketball play¬
ers that leave should instead put the NBA on
hold for a couple of years and experience
something they will never again be able to
experience. The NBA will wait for them, in
most cases, and they will enjoy their time
more in the NBA more because of their deci¬
sion. This situation hasn’t occurred in the
WNBA yet and it should be kept that way.
Two great examples of players staying and
benefiting from the experience are Tim
Duncan and Keith Van Horn. Both stayed
the extra year, enjoyed the experience and
are better NBA players because of it.

Mike Danahy...5,000
meters...It’s definitely
an Evil thang. Good
luck, Mr. Powers!

CLASSIFIEDS
WORK IN COLORADO THIS SUMMER!

Bill Burleigh (Bates ’86)
owns and operates the Laramie River Ranch, a dude ranch in Colorado. We have all
sorts of positions for this coming summer and we’re looking for friendly and
motivated individuals who want to do something different for a change. Learn all
about us at www.lrranch.com
. Follow the link to “jobs” to learn about
employment.

GET THE HELL OUT OF HERE!
Mexico, the Caribbean or Central
America: $199 round trip. Europe: $169.
Book tickets online @ www.airtech.com or at (212) 219-7000.

Puffin Stops, by association, do too.
Where else can you get your Green
Mountain Coffee fix, read the latest
People cover to cover, and fill up
your ride at the same time?

THE PRINCETON REVIEW

wants bright, enthusiastic people to teach
SAT, LSAT and MCAT courses throughout Massachussets. No experience necessary
- high scores a must! $15 to $17/hr. Call M-F 1-5 pm. 1-800-2-REVIEW.

Puffin Stop
709 Minot Avenue and 484 Center Street, Auburn
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Question on the Quad
What have you got to say about Star Wars: Episode One?

“It’s the best thing ever and I’ll
take anyone who disagrees and
eat them. Seriously, I’ll eat them.”

“Its worse than cannibalism.”

“Hey!
I’m going to eat you!”

Cat Clmanseik ’01
Jen Moore ’01

Jen Moore ’01

“OK, so the first thing that happens is
you see Annakin Skywalker and then he
gets eaten by this big fish and then at the
end you find out that Princess Leia is the
Emperor.”

JP Connolly ’00
Reported by Craig Teicher • Photos by Craig Teicher
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